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Introduction

- Reward prediction error (RPE) signals in the striatum are shaped by a number of cognitive factors, including attention (Leong, Redalessou, et al., 2017), episodic memory (Bornstein et al., 2017), working memory (Collins et al., 2017), and model-based computations (Dew et al., 2011)
- We previously showed that in a simple decision-making task, when reward was withheld due to salient movement errors, human subjects were less likely to “punish” the stimulus that they had chosen (McDougle et al., 2016)
- We hypothesized that this resulted from attenuated negative RPEs in the striatum when credit for a negative outcome was assigned to action execution rather than action selection

3-α model provides best fit to behavior

- Of the models tested, the “Gating” model — where Miss trials are associated with their own learning rate parameter — provided the best fit to subjects’ choices, consistent with previous computational modeling results (McDougle et al., 2016)

No clear difference between unrewarded conditions in simple contrast analysis

- No significant encoding of Miss trial RPEs

Model-driven analysis reveals differences in RPE encoding

- Significant RPE encoding in the NAc for Rew+ & Rew- trials
- No significant encoding of Miss trial RPEs

Conclusions

- Decision-making behavior in tasks that dissociate action selection errors from action execution errors shows that these errors are treated differently during learning, with credit being assigned to either the object of a decision or the implementation of a decision
- This “gating” of negative RPEs on execution error trials is reflected in diminished RPE encoding in the ventral striatum
- These results suggest that striatal RPEs are sensitive to high-level information related to the implementation of decisions, perhaps mediated by a sense of agency over motor execution aspects of a task (Parvin et al., 2018)
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